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To become one nation… it means there are no
borders, no armies, no wars and we do not need
to incite wars as we have no enemies. We have
extended the borders of this space we call Earth
to the boundaries of the atmosphere.
Now we are done with imaginary lines with walls
and barbed wire. Now we make the atmosphere
of this planet the boundaries. There are no armies to fight and as we have told from the beginning, the universal community never fights.
Again, this is an imaginary border, which extends
into the universe.

The signing of the world peace treaties as one
section of this planet shows that we become One
Nation, One Planet and One Race. We have
different colors, tastes, smells and so many
different ways of eating the same food which we
call in different names. Now it all becomes the
same.
We love, we adore and enjoy each other in
different ways. There is no reason for hatred or
for one to be better than the other as we are all
together as one. In so many ways this has been
the dream of many of our forefathers to be able
to bring the human race to peace. This is the
beginning of a peaceful cycle for humanity.
Science in exchange for peace is bringing us
understanding that we are and have achieved a
new era in the human race. Many of us are fed
up with killing and of being killed with different
ways and tools so that someone can be the boss
of someone who can then be called king or
president.
It is important for us to realize as one nation on
the flag of the Keshe Foundation, it means that
we should be equal in every aspect and able to
deliver the totality in one go, according to what
we need, what we have, and what we have to do
to deliver.
Peace does not come easy. Even though we
have the peace treaty to a new organization to
accept the responsibility of the human race
through governing the soul of the man we have
come to understand that from now on it is to go
out and inform people.
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The time it will take to deliver this knowledge
across the planet depends on the knowledge
seekers we have taught who go out to teach.
The Keshe Foundation structure works on the
basis of free knowledge open to everyone at the
same time. This brings us to a new dimension.
It has taken us thousands of years to reach this
point and from now on we will try to hold and
treasure peace. We have seen enough that for
generations to come we have learned from the
mistakes of our forefathers. There is not one
guilty man or one guilty nation. It has just been
the way it has been and we have learned and
matured to walk out of it.
This is important for all of us and this will take our
work step by step to one direction that space
becomes a natural place for all of us to live and
be part of the same as we do on this planet.
There is need for vast amount of teaching,
understanding and for knowing that this
knowledge does not belong to just one nation,
one race or one district but all of us have to
participate in it.
The peace should not be sold on what we give
you, but it should be sold that this is for your soul.
It does not need selling. The human race has
always reacted to ‘if I get something I will give
something’. Unfortunately, to have peace a lot of
us have to give up a lot of things. This is the
biggest problem. A lot of nations have to give up
earning money for killing in the name of defense
As we have no more nationalism, as everyone
will have everything the need in equal measures
of knowledge, we should not have any war.
My wish is peace for this planet and there are
many who try to stop the process because with it
they try to confirm they exist and nothing more.
The only thing I say is:
We confirm your existence and there is no battle
among anyone. We have put down the arms and
we have opened the arm of friendship, unity and
peace. It is for humanity to embrace it and that
has to be the function of every Keshe Foundation
listeners, members.
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Take it to your home and bring it to your house.
And through it bring it to the soul of your
community and the nature of this planet.
Let them write with every pen and every screen
on this planet. There are no pens in the writing of
the Universe so it will disappear. What is carried
in the soul will exist.
We start opening the hand and the operation of
the world leaders, the operation of their
understanding, not to expose but to show that
they are human, that they accept their position,
that they are part of us and we are part of them.
We instigate it through the balanced conduct by
exposure of misconduct that they find out we are
all the same.

the soul at any strength he likes and not in the
physicality of the metal box.
We do not teach and we do not preach;
we enlighten. When you are enlightened it
depends on how much you want to turn that light
to become bright in your light. You can shut it
down and you say it is a beautiful bright day, but
the rest can see it is shut down, it is total
darkness. That is your decision. If one finds
peace in the soul at that level, it must be that
level.
Many times I have received communication; you
use fear to control. No! I explain what can be if it
is not done. To you it is fear; to me it is the clarity
of the correction of conduct.

We will expose all of us, the way we see that
things do not fit. This way they stop their
misconduct and this way we get peace.

The soul of the man is a glass ball of the light
which creates itself and it reflects what it
receives, digests it and reflects back.

The openness is the guarantee of peace.

It contains its own filters in what was received
and in what wants to give. When it becomes
transparent that it allows everything to go through
it and only takes enough that it can exist and
gives from it to the others that they can exist too,
then you find out it is the crystal ball of the life of
the soul of the man. It will shine like a Sun.

You have to learn one thing; when you live at my
level you see the totality. One of my biggest fears
for years was to lose my family. I have no more
fear because if they want to be lost they will lose
themselves. My family does not extend to
Carolina and my boys, it extends to humanity.
This is what I have chosen, to be One Nation and
One Nation is One Family. One Race is One
Family. And this has to become the conduct of
every Keshe Foundation supporter.
The fear of not achieving peace was the biggest,
fear of achieving it and not carrying everyone.
But now it is the beauty of how far this beauty will
grow; it is not the fear anymore, but it is the
pleasure that it has taken its roots.
I have changed the course of mankind; it does
not matter what is said or will be done. In time the
mankind will find out it has done itself to itself
because it accepted the elevation of the position
and understanding.

I do not feel sorry for those who use the
foundation to attack, I feel sorry that they did not
receive the enlightenment and that they could
see that they could use their position to enlighten
the man.
You will start learning how you will conduct and
you behave and collectively decide how you
show work within the society in respect to the
others who try to change the course their way to
keep and for us to make a decision according to
the strength of our soul. You call it mandating,
I call it understanding.
The peace starts with yourself, within yourself.

In a way we accepted the existence of cars to be
more comfortable, the next step is for man to
accept the position of his soul then the travel
becomes comfortable because he travels through
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UNIVERSAL
COUNCIL
MANDATE
by The Universal Council

ANNIVERSARY
PEACE
BLUEPRINT
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The soul of the Universal Council member should shine
like the light of the creator, to be the source of light for
other souls and radiate the light of the beauty of the
creator and have and try to reach all attributes of

THE SOUL OF THE CREATOR.
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August 2, 2019 marked the two year anniversary of The Universal Council of the Keshe Foundation since it
was formed in August of 2017. As part of this anniversary, the Universal Council members collaborated to
update their existing Mandate. This major revision builds on its initial foundation, further defining and
explaining the Universal Council's global functions and giving deeper understandings of what the Council
does, how it operates, and how you can participate in creating world peace by becoming One Nation,
One Planet, and One Race. A live presentation and reading of this new Universal Council Mandate was
recorded the 287th Knowledge Seekers Workshop of August 1, 2019. This is available in our
YouTube channel and on our other social media channels. As you read through this new mandate, we
wish to inspire you and invite you to sign our World Peace Treaty, and join us in creating a peaceful world
where all of your wishes, really do come true.

THE UNIVERSAL COUNCIL MANDATE
Universal Guidelines
The soul of the Universal Council member should shine like the light of the creator, to be the source of
light for other souls and radiate the light of the beauty of the creator and have and try to reach all
attributes of The Soul of The Creator.
In time creatures of the universe shall see the light of the soul of the man and not the physicality of the
man.
Members of the Universal Council are chosen by strength of their souls alone in serving the humanity
and the universal community and never by others.
The members of the council can't announce themselves as a member of the council unless it is
announced and registered under the council’s registrar panel.
No members of the council can ever speak as themselves as being a member of the council to
influence their opinion or words, as then if done so, at this point immediately they lose their seat in the
council and a new member can stand for the vacant position.
The members of the council shall not be elected but chosen by the soul of the man for it to be able to
serve the humanity and as the soul of council members self-select themselves.
The dedication of the soul of the council comes from service through giving from the soul and not by
talk or physical actions.
No Member of the council has the right, or can or ever should be, elected by giving their time, money
and effort on promoting oneself, as the others see the true soul of the man and his intentions.
Those who try to show that they are better servants of humanity, they do not stand a chance to take a
seat in the council.
A Universal Council member cannot nominate a new council member, otherwise they lose their seat in
the council.
The Universal Council is here to serve those who live on earth and in space with true intentions and
not spoken words.
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Once in space and, in due course, men will observe and feel other souls and not its physicality and
voice. Man in space will understand his true value and this council becomes the true representation of
the interest of the whole of the souls of the earth both on earth and in space.
There shall be no head of the council elected as the souls through their own position and serving the
humanity will find balance to create a balanced council.
There shall be no voting as one sees the truth and feels the real intention of others.
In the council, once one promotes a certain motion for it to establish as effective course for elevation
of the souls or collective soul of the race of the planet, or do something for the good of the man, then
the other souls will understand and support the motion of the presented case through their intention
and support of the soul and not by voting.

The Universal Council is to be the bridge between humanity and the Universal Community.
The Universal Council will be the contact point for all humans and other beings traveling in space or
beings visiting planet earth.
The Universal Council is responsible for interaction with the Universal Community (conditions/
interface/visitors/ for those already here)
The Universal Council will be the interface between, on how to share on Earth new technologies
offered by the Universal Community through open source and free for all.

OVERALL STRUCTURE OF THE UNIVERSAL COUNCIL
Introduction

“Our message is very simple, the man himself is part of the Creator, and this is the eventual
understanding of the teachings. When you are part of total, you are the total, you carry all the essence
of it. It's you who decide to what limit you want the essence to manifest itself. When you stand and
look at totality, you have to be impartial to every aspect, be it, the way you've been brought up, the
way you were educated, because by being impartial, just look at everything else, you don't need to
defend position. And not defending a position you don't spend energy, but you add to the energy
because from what you learn. Knowledge, if you ever understood, is sharing part of the Soul of the
man who gave you the knowledge.
This is what man has not understood in most of the work of this culture. When you read something
from Einstein, when you read something from Edison, when you read something from Tesla, when
you read something from da Vinci, when you read it, it's just a reading, but when you understand the
reading, you'll receive part of the Soul of the man. That's how you elevated yourself. Reading a
knowledge and understanding it, doesn't matter what it is, it's receiving from the Soul of the man
because he had so much to give, now you receive it, and then if you can use it, you have elevated
yourself to his level. And a lot of people don't understand this. Enlightenment is part of the field of the
Universe. It's you who decide how, at what level you get enlightened, and then this is the process of
the progress of the maturity of the Soul.”
~ M.T. Keshe
73rd One Nation, One Planet, One Race, April 2, 2019
https://youtu.be/FSY3PQQSB70?t=1847
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As we operate on two levels in parallel - Soul of the Man (Carbon-14) and Soul of Physicality (Carbon12), the same applies to the structure of the Universal Council. Therefore, what is presented below,
presents it from both perspectives to give a better understanding of the structure and operation of the
Council.

Structure of the Universal Council
The Council operates and communicates through the strength of the Soul of the Council, which can
be visualized in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Structure of the Universal Council

Universal Council of 12
The rotation of all members,12 councilors and 12 sub councils, leaves in the main 144 councils, is by
rotation of the members and will be for the duration of one cycle of man for 1 year.
Thus each seat on each council becomes a member on the main council every 1 year which chooses
its position by state of the soul and its sincerity of the soul in its group to serve humanity.
The rotation of the position is by servitude and not by seat position.
Thus a whole race has to become supporter to the soul of their self selected soul that his/her soul
promotion leads him/her to be at the seat of the council and then on the main seat of the main council.
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Explanation of the Expansion of the Universal Council
The council operates as one circle (Fig. 1 - small circle #1), until it reaches a good number of
members with sufficient understanding to form another sub-council. When this happens, a second
circle is established (Fig. 1 - small circle #2). When the total number of UC members exceeds 24, a
third circle/sub-council can be established, and so on. Members of the new sub-council are not
necessary the 12 members that joined last.
Formation of a new sub-council may involve rotation of some of the members of the previously
established sub-council e.g. UC members from sub-council #1 upon the formation of the second
sub-council, can move to sub-council #2 to balance it out in servitude towards humanity. Each circle
operates and meets independently but the efforts of all the circles are coordinated through the work of
the counselors, who play a role of a bridge, that is to coordinate the efforts of all the 12 sub-councils.

Therefore, whatever a given sub-council works on, this is coordinated/communicated through the
General Council Assembly, which is made up of the 12 counselors (can be called Coordinators if more
appropriate). In that way a request originating from circle #1 through this communication structure,
after being discussed in the General Council Assembly can reach, for example, circle #2 (or 3 or 4,
etc.) that is able to help in providing the solution. As new members join, the structure of the UC gets
constantly replicated. Each circle works independently in delivering solutions but when the need
arises, calls for help from other circles. Each sub-council contributes to the portfolio of knowledge and
solutions that the Council delivers, so that other sub-councils can benefit from the work of all
sub-councils.
The scope of the work of the council is further defined in the following subsections of this document.

Implementation of Solutions
The solutions proposed by the Universal Council are implemented with the help of the
Keshe Foundation Core Team, Earth Council (EC), Universal Council supporters (UCs), language
communities, Knowledge Seekers, and the Keshe Foundation (KF).
With all of us united together as One Nation, One Planet, One Race, we work together through our
souls and our unity manifests the solutions in matter state.
As depicted in Fig. 2, The Universal Council embraces every soul with an abundance of hospitality
and servitude. We welcome all wishes arriving from everywhere. They will be processed through the
Core Team, Earth Council (EC), Universal Council supporters (UCs), language communities,
Knowledge Seekers, and the Keshe Foundation (KF) (outer, green circle); and processed by the UC
members involved in the operation of the different Councils (middle, orange circle); and in the future,
processed even more through the Soul level communication (inner, dark-blue circle).
Solutions originate from the soul-level operation of the Universal Council (inner, dark-blue circle),
materializes at the ‘legislation level’ (middle, orange circle), and then are implemented in the
appropriate communities (outer, green circle).
The manifestation in matter state involves the relevant UC members, Core Team, Earth Council (EC),
Universal Council supporters (UCs), language communities, Knowledge Seekers, and the Keshe
Foundation (KF). Solutions come from the Keshe Foundation Plasma Science and Technology.
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One way to look at Fig. 2 is that each circle represents (going from the inside, outwards):
Soul level (inner, dark blue circle; core operation; line of communication across this planet and
with the Universal Community).
 Legislation (middle, orange circle; the whole structure and decision making by the UC).
 Execution (outer, green circle; bringing in physical solutions; involves Universal Council, Core
Team, Earth Council (EC), Universal Council supporters (UCs), language communities,
Knowledge Seekers, and the Keshe Foundation (KF).


The purpose of the Universal Council is to unite the entire planet and to form a bridge between the
Universal Community and Humanity. The line of communication at the soul level with the Universal
Community, is marked with purple line in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The overall structure and operation of the Council.
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GUIDANCE FROM THE UNIVERSAL COUNCIL THROUGH ESTABLISHING A NEW WAY OF
COMMUNICATION AND INTEGRATION FOR HUMANITY THROUGH THE FOLLOWING
ADVISORIES.
Areas of Operation of the Council
Each sub-council meets and operates independently, dealing with the needs of all souls.
The Universal Council is currently operating on these following topics which are;
Topics currently in progress:
• Universal Council, Global Policies and their Execution
• Protection of Beings and Global Peace
• Relations and Communications
• Creating Abundance
• Establishing access to Education for Every Individual
• Access to Reverse Conditions
• Humanitarian services
• The Ethos and the Conduct of the Universal Council Charter
Each of the above topics are further explained below. The operation of Universal Council, will extend
more in different levels in the near future.

Universal Council, Global Policies and their Execution
•
•
•
•
•

Advice from the Universal council on these different points:
Creating a flexible integration on the different topics on global platform,
Setting up and integrating fair Internal procedures and team logistic
Achieving fair and balanced Global Coordination structure
Advice from the Universal Council, integration of the Earth council constitution

Earth Council Constitution link:
https://keshefoundation.org/about/ec-constitution

Protection of Beings and Global Peace
•
•
•
•
•

Justice for all beings, establish equality for all life forms.
True purpose of serving citizens is calling up for global Demilitarization.
Redirect and guide global military for peaceful humanitarian services.
No borders and only an ID card with providing name, date, place of birth.
Request mandatory signing of the World Peace treaty by all citizens and visitors before receiving
the new ID card.

Relations and Communications
•

•

Relations and communications are established peacefully through the presence and interactions
of the Universal Councils language members and their and UCs support members and
representatives, guiding the Communities with the new Ethos of the Keshe Foundation.
Living in harmony, freedom of travel, equality, and respect of any differences in race, color, and
origins present and visiting from Universal Communities.

Creating Abundance
Creating peace through redistribution of all social resources, through hospitality and ensuring an
abundance of food, shelter, and establishing a thriving income per individual.
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Establishing Access to Education for Every Individual
Through the beauty and experiencing how to serve, more volunteers will be inspired to take part in
this process.

Access to Reverse Conditions
Every individual needs to have access to the knowledge of how to reverse any condition through the
understanding of the relationship between the soul and physicality as taught by Mr. Keshe.
Testimonials Link:
https://testimonials.keshefoundation.org/
“You can get rid of all addictions. Doesn't matter what, except one. One addiction, the paymaster,

which is embedded in our RNA, is the addiction to reproduce. Because without it we don't exist.

Why the physical anxiety and the detection of its Physical Soul which needs to be satisfied on the
physical soul of the body of the Man. And if it cannot satisfy it, it becomes addicted, because the Soul
of the body is aware of it but the Soul of Physicality is not aware of it and they try to match. And that
matching needs additional energy.
Because it's on the GANS Matter level, so you can subdue it, or you can increase it, by a physical
Matter like sugar or a chemical binding. Because it's a rapid release of energy in the structure of the
body of the Man. Within twenty four hours they cannot even stand the smell of it. Because the smell is
part of the Emotion of the Man, in the dimension of Physicality and the Soul of Physicality.
You can stop any addiction, but some addictions we cannot stop.”
~ M.T.KESHE

Humanitarian Services Through the Soul
The Universal Council embraces every soul with an abundance of hospitality and servitude. In case of
imminent disasters in different locations on this Planet or in the Universe, we work through the soul,
and elevate humanity in establishing a new understanding of how to sense and communicate with
other souls.
This new communication of sensing and connecting to other souls will create opportunity to support
souls anywhere on this planet and beyond. With this understanding, we prevent and support instantly,
in case of disasters.
Through this new understanding and working through the soul, we will elevate the physicality of the
man. Because working in matter state “physicality” means time loss and loss of lives, because
transporting and distributing for delivering of aid, food, shelter, medical, and any assistance takes time
for deploying. Working through the soul will be beneficial for all souls.

The Ethos and the Conduct of the Universal Council Charter
We are here to serve, not to be served.
Every soul carries the ability of the knowledge between right and wrong. We the Universal Council,
through our own conduct will show the path.
“My soul is from the start like a white sheet of paper. That from the very beginning receives it's small

tasks and challenges every task (test )as small as it might look the physicality needs to pass through
its physical conduct Trough choice between rights and wrongs.”
~ M.T. KESHE
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HOW TO CREATE A WISH AND ACCOMPLISHING THIS THROUGH YOUR WISHES
Serving Totality in Giving from Your Soul

You are the creator, the benefit of one soul benefits the totality. Try not to get diverted by what is or
what was. Create a new reality slowly, exactly how you want it to be and don’t get distracted.
Just create in your vision, your creation and slowly build it up, in full trust. Avoid anything, anywhere,
and concentrate on what exactly you want. Slowly include the people around you and hold on to this
path by paying attention to what isn’t yet in place and adjust your attention slowly to change
everything into Beauty. Support your creation you create through this higher frequency and higher
field strength. All that was will slowly change into a new state of a higher field strength. But, do not let
anything distract you in your path. Go totally blank towards any print or news information from
anywhere. You are the creator of your reality. So, your mind needs to go silent to work through the
fields you are generating from your field strength within you as a creator. Keep your surroundings very
clean and in a high energy frequency. You can use GANSes and Magravs etcetera, to keep the
surrounding fields clean. Keep all disturbing news out of your way. You will create a new reality;
YOUR NEW REALITY, which is of a higher field strength. Through this process, you keep adding new
field strengths that allow you to remove any negative or any lower frequency. Through your creation,
they simply cannot come in or touch the field strength of your NEW positioning. Through love you are
beautiful creators.
Universal Council
UC Wishes
1. We wish to elevate the souls of those who have the understanding of right and wrong for them not to
inflict any physical or other harm on any children.

2. We create a protection field for the children who are not in a position to defend themselves.
3. We wish to elevate the souls of those who have been victims of abuse to free them from any suffering.
-- Universal Council

The Universal Council’s collection of the Wishes from the past two years with contributions of M.T.
Keshe, the Core Team, the Earth Council, Universal Council Support members and the Knowledge
Seekers and public is presented and published in our wiki. Link to the full list of UC Wishes online:
https://en.kfwiki.org/wiki/Category:One_Nation_One_Planet_One_Race_for_World_Peace

The Universal Council in their presence of the level of the soul are creating the understanding for
peaceful existence for mankind. Understanding we exist in the present, time has no existence. We are
always present serving.
Universal Council

“The man has come from, He exists, Operate through and He shall return to The light. There's no time
and there is no space Man has created time, to give himself existence, and space to have something
to exist in it. If you have a single atom in a cubic meter, that plasma will cover the whole cubic meter.
God has been the creator of all, And man the converter of some.”
~ M.T. KESHE
Thank you for your presence and sharing your beauty.
Best Wishes
The Universal Council
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YOUR
SOUL AND SEE

ESSENCE OF
by Keshe Foundation
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What will come to most of you to understand is that a lot of you have not understood the power,
the strength and essence of the creation of your own physicality. A lot of you talk about it so
casually that is one of the biggest fear I have. Soon you will miss the train. You are so attracted to the
big that what is the creation of itself you miss. In most of my teachings very casually you refer to it and
you walk away from it without understanding it. Without, in a way, comprehend what it can do for you,
what it can do to you.
It has become something that is the habit of man kind looking for the big thing that the thing which is
the essence of a whole big thing has been overlooked.
What is important in most of the work you do many of you, majority of you think about it and walk
away from it because to you is something that belongs to planet Zeus, nothing to do with you.
But from now on, if you are in a path to elevate your soul, you have to, you have no choice, it is part of
what you have ignored.
In the essence of its creation is the soul of the man and none of you understood. None you have come
to comprehend its potential and its power.
If you look in all the processes you always made the GANS and in all the processes you made the salt
water. But what you have not understood you ignored this guy, what we call amino acid
(Figure 1. Amino acid).
But what is the amino acid? It is the essence of you as a creation. And how can your soul memorize
what was here (Figure 1. GANS), that you actually forgot what we were teaching here
(Figure 1. Amino Acid)? Many of you, when we asked and we talked about the soul of the man or a
certain element you go to the periodic table and I just laugh and say these people are missing it.
Your amino acid is the beginning of the soul of the man and how so many of you have ignored it. You
mix the zinc, the copper etc.… that should be the soul of the man. But the soul of the man sits with the
amino acid, it is already established in the hand of the man. It is a living thing. It is the plasma of the
creation which has created you.
You have got to understand you were too busy to see big amount of GANSes and you missed the little
boy who can show you the way out. Many of you have developed technologies and mixed everything
else and this is the soul of the man, is it my soul? And I say ‘they don't understand’. And I promise you
99% of you from tomorrow only work on the amino acid because you want to get to your soul.
But understand how you do it.
Understand what is the reason of it. Now that you have become peaceful creatures we can show you
peaceful ways of the truth about the knowledge.
Do you need GANS of CO2? Do we need GANS water, plasma water of CO2. Then I play the game
because this is what you want to be.
We had to keep you busy until we achieve our peace call. Now throughout the understanding of the
amino acid and its rays are taking you to see your Creator.
Many of you have not understood and many of you are so busy copying and never could
understand. I am not after anything, but I am after the development of the soul of that man and the
basic block of the soul of the man which sits on top of your GANS waters and you have all
ignored it. Because the illusion of a Magrav system or a flight was much bigger than understanding
the fight of the soul of the man.
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Amino acid

Figure 1. CO2 GANS container
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You keep on saying our body is made of DNA and the DNA in essence is the amino acid and if we
have a DNA we must have a soul which is creating it and you keep on missing what sits on top of your
box. Would you like me to show you what you can do?
Would you like the go dimension into the flight of the soul of the man or would you like to go
dimension of the flight of UFO of the man?
Now you come to comprehend. I could have pulled this 10 years ago, but as I said, when we see the
peace establishment, first steps of peace, we will give the man his freedom. It is not a carrot on the
stick, it is his path to the Creator. The field which has created the amino acid itself is a plasma and in
strength in essence has ray to what has created life, which is the Creator.
Now make GANSes, but understand what you make and when you do, do not get baffled by what we
put in there as a magician to distract you not to see the reality of the magic.

Some of our doctors very recently, in the past year have started playing it but, they do not
understand it really. We add amino acid into it but as they are so physical they could not take that next
step. The next step that they could go through the amino acid and its plasma creation to create the
balance soul of the man and the Creator. You will not achieved this until your soul is sincere in the
direction of the creator. Just because you had a car it does not mean you can drive.
If you any of you have made GANSes, you understand that the amino acid does not have the matter
physical condition as the GANS. That is what it is and in so many ways it gives you a
better combination to understand how your soul is created. Not use the amino acid to make, to get to
that, to reach the soul of the Creator.
You again look at the matter of the amino acid and look at the field of the amino acid.

That is where the problem sits. I explain to you something very simple.
When we showed the GANSes in the dynamic system, if you remember the size of the inner ball
which became hollow, which become the principal matter the stays are the certain size.
It becomes detached from the matter point even it is held by the matter to confirm its existence.
When you use the GANS of amino acid and it has to be a combination of it if you understand, then
would the size of that circle opens up or would it reduce? In a way you look at the empty space. I call it
a point of detachment. It has nothing to attach to confirm its existence.
It is the point strength of the Creator, does not need to have to show, it exists because its power
shows.

You are looking at the empty space and some water and some copper and zinc. Now try some protein
or amino acid of the GANS and see what that size changes. Then you understand and this is what I
always say, it has nothing to attach itself so it is totally detached from totality and what you see in that
Center is the soul of the Creator. With its power it holds everything else in order.
I am that point. Even in the dimension of physicality you do not understand. When you make a system
you always looked at that empty space and I always said in the essence of creation and the Creator
and everything he has created there is part of him and that is it, that is what it is.
It does not have anything in it to confirm his existence, but with his existence it confirms his power of
his existence by holding the water, the GANS in position. You do not need to show to confirm your
existence.
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Now you understand when in many teachings I explained you that the center of everything is the
principle matter. When you come to this point of emptiness, nothingness, but having the power of
controlling everything else around you, it is the existence of the Creator.
Mankind has always looked that he is within the Creator, but the Creator is within the whole entity.
Now maybe some of you understand. That is your common denominator with the Creator. When you
can make that circle large enough that it becomes the whole of the ball you might have reached the
level of understanding of the work of the creation and the Creator. Whatever is outside that ball, which
is the totality of the universe is the confirmation of the existence of man.
You always, all of you, went to fill the ball as much as you can where in reality when there is nothing in
the ball and can dictate you will understand. This is the point, your point, your confirmation of your
existence within the center of your soul in common with your Creator. This is what is in the center of
every plasma, every neutron, every electron. Without it does not exist. You look for physicality to
confirm the existence, he looks by not having physicality, to confirm his power.
If you look when you look at the shape the size the dimension of everything else outside it, what do
you see? Balance, perfection. You do not see a little bit of the GANS over here, and a little in the
middle and the others. It is spread equally. The waters which create that boundary to it, what we call
the transition, is still perfect. All is in balance, all is in perfect shape.
When you look at the hollow center in the center of a ball with its correct conduct everything is in
order. That is a sign of the Creator with not being, not having, not possessing, still being to be
generous to give and to correct and to connect.
You have been looking for the soul of the Creator and it is there. You have been blind to it. It is within
your soul.
If you look in the dynamic reactor you have that ball which is your skull. You have those elements of
the material which up to now you kept a single copper which is the direction of the emotion layer, you
call it blood of the man. That water is the brain of the man and that Center is the soul of the man.
It is not that it is holding it in, it is holding with its power to totality and the control.
Now you know you have found your Creator and this is the beauty of it.
The smaller it is, the more powerful it becomes. But it has to conform and confirm within the structure
of the dimension of the matter state of its environment.

285th Knowledge Seekers Workshop
https://youtu.be/9lZ8siVJDMM
286th Knowledge Seekers Workshop
https://youtu.be/-RDZ_GTmZi4
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E TO SERVE
E SERVED!
As time goes by, we grow older and wiser, gathering the
tools and experience to become the persons we dream to
be. A birthday is a milestone that defines a fresh start, a
bright and daring new chapter with new aspirations and
numerous reasons to be inspired, to be grateful, to be
happy and to be with your loved ones.
The exciting part is that we are the ones decide how
wonderful a birthday unravels – giving unconditional love,
with a bit of effort it will result in a happy bright day.
Mr. Keshe, the knowledge you have brought to humanity
has left its fingerprint in our souls. We are happy to be
able to wish you a very HAPPY BIRTHDAY and to
THANK YOU for all you have done for each and every
one of us.
~ The Keshe Plasma Knowledge Seekers ~
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August is the summer month that brings us all few moments or
relaxation and warmth. It is time to wish all our students happy
holidays, hoping for everyone to enjoy the quality time with their
families and to recharge the plasma batteries during the summer
break.
It is a time for rest and yet there is no rest in elevating the souls and
sharing the knowledge because it is only natural to do it.
KF SSI Education team is not stopping for any season, hour or
second from the relentless work of preparing the schedules of
teachings for every trimester, making sure you will be welcomed to
our classes by our amazing hosts and teachers, being there to offer
you the support you need for any knowledge seeker joining the
classes.
We are living in a beautiful time where the plasma technology is
discovered, taught and expanded each day. People all over the
world are experimenting and seeing the results of plasmatic fields in
their applications.
Become a Knowledge Seeker and join us in September for a
wonderful 3rd Trimester of 2019 !
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KNOWLEDGE SEEKERS ARE EXPERIMENTING ON
KESHE PLASMA SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AND
SHARE THEIR FEEDBACK
Jonah (The GANS Man) on BBS As You Wish Talk Radio - Sat, 7-20-19
ECETI Stargate Official YouTube Channel
https://youtu.be/lXDWz2lBZYE?t=1104

James Gilliland, a best-selling
author, internationally known
lecturer and founder of ECETI
Ranch (Enlightened Contact
with ExtraTerrestrial Intelligence) has recently made an
interview referring to the
research and results of the use
of Keshe Plasma Science.
As guest to his Saturday
"As You Wish Talk Radio
program" he invited Jonah, the
Volunteer Science Advisor at
ECETI Ranch, to present his
work as Knowledge Seeker expanding the discussion about
the new Plasma Technology
that is recently being introduced
to the ranch.

James:
How did you come by this
technology and maybe you can
explain the Plasma Technology
kind of how it works?
Jonah:
As with probably most people in
this process of awakening I was
basically slow-walked over the
course of 3 or 4 years where
stuff just sort of kept falling into
my lap. And it would get my
attention for 2-3 months and
then all of a sudden something
else would drop. Whether it was
seeing a documentary or
hearing about it or… with Keshe
[technology] I got hooked on
YouTube videos. I did not
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watch YouTube videos at all
until about 3 years ago, I just
avoided YouTube altogether, it
just did not interest me. And
then I watched a documentary
on UFOs, and I was “Oh, wow,
that is really cool, I am going to
do something about that”. So, I
started going online and watching all kinds of UFO videos and
on the feed on the left-hand
side there pops up one of those
“Watch next” and it is a video
on how to make free energy.
My background is… I’m electrician but I also have a diploma
in Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, so I always
liked that kind of stuff. And I
found the Keshe Foundation.
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And I thought if you can heal
yourself and power yourself,
you do not need anything
[else]. So that was kind of the
hook for me. But like most
people that were working with
Keshe Technology which is his
Plasma Technology, most
people are doing it in their
garages, in their basements,
on their spare time. It was a bit
challenging at first. I made the
health pens, that channel
plasma energy.
Let me just give you an
introduction on what Plasma is.
So, if you think of the Sun and
the planet, we all know that
they have a magnetosphere,
they have electromagnetic grid
- that energy like a magnet that
floats around an object. What
Dr. Keshe discovered and is
teaching is that all objects, all
things have this magnetic and
gravitational field or magnetosphere, depending on which
terminology you are using. You
emit energy and you take in
energy. In alternative health
people call that the aura.
We have a torus field just like
the planet, just like the Sun that
emits this energy. And our body
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is designed to absorb that
energy. That is what he
[Mehran Keshe] discovered,
that we can absorb this energy
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directly, we do not have to
consume it. And the classic
proof of this is you are tired,
you have had a rough day at
work, and you go home, and
you decide to go for a walk in
the park or in the forest and it
just uplifts your spirit. How do
you all of a sudden feel better?
That is a reflection of your
energy. So, you are absorbing
these energies that are in the
forest you are bringing in your
body. What Dr. Keshe did, he
came up with 4-5 different types
of material that emit, that also
have magnetic and gravitational
fields in them, and they are all
in mono-atomic. The material
has kind of been flipped inside
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out and the energy of that
material now is flowing on the
outside. If we build up a big
enough field, then we can walk
into that field and actually
absorb the energy. There are
hundreds of thousands of
people around the world that
are working with this technology and there are probably
start-ups that are ready to go to
mass produce some of these
tools.

James:
We have those out here, we
can show some of it. I had one
tree that would put off maybe
one or two apples every year.
That was it. And it was just
barren and I know you have put
a ring around it and now it has
got 50 plus apples.

I stumbled across this woman
in Australia that was growing
figs the size of avocados. The
figs were like huge. And I am
like, what did she do? Then she
showed a picture. She would
make
this
mono-atomic
substance that has plasma
energy in it and she made a
circle and she basically put it
around the trees, she put it
around anything. So we
immediately did a bunch of
tests and right away [results
were seen].

James:
More than that, yes…

Jonah:
More than that. It is littered with
apples.

Jonah:
And there is the Asian pear
tree. You have an Asian Pear
tree that literally if you blew on
it, it would fall over.
James:
It was dying, yes.

Jonah:
That is how dry and rotten the
trunk was, but I put a ring on it
and within 2 hours it bloomed,
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there were 50 pears on it until
the deer ate 45 of them. But the
thing continues to grow, it has
got new shoots growing everywhere, it is amazing to watch,
and it was instant. So getting
that kind of results...
One of our other volunteers
here that was doing the dish
washing, his hands were
literally like callused and
cracked and he spent 2 months
trying to figure out a way to
somehow heal his hands and
he just could not do it. And I
gave him one necklace and
within a week his hands were
90% healed and it stayed that
way. For him to actually put this
on and have instant results
blew his mind away. He was
totally blown away. Let’s talk
about your cat, Anastasia.
James:
Oh, Yeah. That to me was…
Now you do not have an ego,
you have an animal. Animals
are totally subjected to whatever is going on and so they are
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great for that. I remember we
tried to put a necklace on it first
and it just would not have it.
Jonah: I have put it on it, I
slipped it very fast and she just
started to pawn at it and being
a farm cat with no collars or
anything on, it was totally
foreign, so I took it off.
James:
And you put it under her bed.
Jonah:
I slipped it underneath the one
cushion she likes to sleep on
and then I observed her every
day and what I noticed was that
some day she would sleep on
the cushion beside and then
some day she would sleep on
the cushion. So what she was
doing
was
self-medicating
herself. When she could handle
the energy, she would lay on it
because she would feel good,
but when she had enough, she
would get off. So that was really
cool to watch because again,
that is the no-ego thing.
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She did what was best for her
without getting in the way and
then after 2 weeks I managed
to slip a necklace on and it was
night and day [difference].

James:
[Before] People were referring
to her affectionally as dead-kitty
basically, which was kind of
“you guys, you are condemning
this poor cat”
Jonah:
She was in rough shape.
James:
I thought I was going to go
inside there and see a stiff cat
like any day because we do not
even know how old she is.
She has been around for a long
time. She is a farm cat, feral,
and showed up here and kind
of became part of the family.
But what was interesting is that
watching her go from not even
being able to go outside and go
to the bathroom and not even
moving from her bed to running
all over the place, all over the
S P A C E S H I P . I N S T I T U T E
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ranch, unbelievable. Running
up to everybody, friendly, totally
suddenly changed.
Jonah:
I was blown away because she
was all rickety like she probably
had brutal arthritis, her fur was
matted, she did not clean
herself, she did not really purr
or did not make any sounds
whatsoever and now she sees
you, she will come up and she
will start meowing at you and
then she totally engages
James:
It was a complete transformation.
Jonah:
The more people are exposed
to it [the new technology] and
they see it and once you do
experience this, you cannot
take it away. We have to be our
own critic, we have to ask the
questions, we have to question
all the time because that is the
only way we know it is true or
not.
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

THE LINE OF
THE SOUL OF
THE CREATOR
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(Mehran Keshe) When I teach, I do not teach
only the dimension of the physicality. I teach in
the essence of the combination of the soul of the
man, the essence of the creation, and essence
of manifestation. There is a big difference
between the creation and manifestation.
Creation has a birth.
Manifestation has a presence.
Mankind lives through creation.
The soul of the man lives through manifestation.
In the past hour of teaching, I have brought the
whole cycle of the creation of the man never
understood for billions of years.
As I taught you many times, I can teach you
everything about the creation. But how many are
there to understand the totality? In time,
mankind will understand.
(RC) Mr. Keshe, that was pretty much the
question from Chris in YouTube, who is asking:
"Is a physical manifestation necessary for man?
If it is, does this not account for seeming
unawareness of the soul?"
And he goes on to ask:
"How does man, then, return to his soul life, after
immersing himself or myself with matter?"
(MK) Very easy. In the dimension of the matter
of state, we use NaOH to open up to the GANS
state and the fields of the environment of the
matter of state. Man has to find that field which
allows his soul or his physicality to enter the
same dimension of the fields.

It is embedded within the emotion of the brain of
the man. That is why we help.
If you go back to my teachings, many time I have
said emotion comes from the interaction of the
field of the soul of the man and the soul of the
physicality of the man.

and the soul of the fields of the physicality of the
man, to lead to creation condition of the fields of
the soul of the man.
You have to get the right flow, the right motion,
the right to strength in, and it will become what is
to be. If you look what is on the screen
[271st Knowledge Seekers Workshop, 02:01:40],
it is the true story of the life of the man in the true
meaning of the essence of his own understanding, of his own creation.
We did not teach man Carbon and Oxygen and
Nitrogen that he can cook. And we did not create
how the fields flow between them. It is man who
has done it and this way, with this language,
man can understand it.
The problem you have has been this 6 and this
12. But we do not look at the numbers, we look
at the energy flow, and the space gap that the
two energy flows in between. And the balance
between the two is what leads to the dimension
of physical tangibility. That is the only difference.
Mankind has never understood this.

If you look at it, this is where you sit. This is your
point of physicality, and for every physical
condition, is a slightly different. That is why you
is you and I cannot replicate.
In a different part of the universe, different
strength gap between the two, lead to the
creation of what we call the soul and entity and
life can be replicated in all dimensions of the
Universe. You have to understand where that
box sits. Is that zero time? This is the line of the
soul of the Creator. This is the string which we
are attached to it.
And it is like... You have seen these fishermen,
they take a fishing line and hook up many hooks,
and many fishes come to eat. The only common
denominator between all these fishes and all
these hooks in different position of the universe
is the fisherman who stands on the top,
the Creator.

The same as the interaction of the field of the
Sun and the Earth led to the creation of the
matter of state of the fields, so shall be the same
with the interaction of the soul of the Creator,
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PLASMA
COMMUNITY IN

BULGARIA

by Krasimir K.

Keshe Plasma Science in Bulgaria got
introduced publicly with the seminar of
Mr. Keshe in Bulgaria back in 2013. Most of
the enthusiasts were interested in the energy
system and many different scientists got
involved. During the years 3 main centers of
knowledge seekers were developed.
One in Plovdiv – capital of culture and one in
Sofia – capital of Bulgaria. During the years
many people got interested, but the interest got
stronger in the recent years.
SOFIA
The group in Sofia managed to find a place
thanks to a knowledge seeker who provided
the space for experimental and teaching
activities.
In the GANS Lab Sofia – the name we have
given to this place we managed to start
experimenting from the basics. We learned
how to Nano-coat, produce Gans and create
different applications of the technology. We
have different rooms for different processes.
One room is for Nano- coating. One room is for
GANS production as we follow a guideline to
keep the GANS materials in relatively distant
places in the room as not to create too much
interactions and interferences in the process.
We have equipped ourselves with drilling
machines for coil creation, salt meters, all
necessary reactives and utilities.
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The group wants to move forward in exploring not only health applications, but also agricultural and
energy systems as well as space applications and hopefully fully functioning spacecraft. There is
involvement with different groups in Bulgaria – radiesthesia and homeopathy and always trying to find
new ways of evaluating the strength and interactions between different plasmas. Future projects
include creation and experimentation with dynamic systems and free plasma reactors.
As the group is very much interested in promoting peace and working within the Ethos of the
foundation we managed to organize few teaching events. We managed to start a process of education
in Bulgarian where we created online content videos with introduction of the technology. Also we
created live video sessions of a translation of Mr. Keshe workshops with comments and questions at
the end of the translation.
We decided to start a simultaneous live translation of the Kids Knowledge seekers workshops as we
liked the shorter format which allows time for comments and discussion as well as live translation and
comments on Book 1 of Mr. Keshe.
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A joint seminar with Plasma Romania was organized where Knowledge seekers from Romania
shared their knowledge with enthusiasts from Sofia and Plovdiv for a couple of days. Video content
was created and many people managed to join the process by “learning by doing" of Nano-coating
and GANS setup creation. A lot of time has been dedicated to explanation and covering a lot of the
theory.
In terms of experimentation
the Sofia Plasma lab has started agricultural experiments
treating plants with GANSes
and a controlled group of
plants with water. The first
photo is of plants treated with
pure water and the rest are
treated with the corresponding
GANSes. The test continue.
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PLOVDIV
The community in Plovdiv is very much into the action with a lot of experiments and a beautiful
laboratory.

•

In picture 1 is the GANS of sugar.

•

Figures 2,3,4,13,14 and 15 show what the lab looks like.

•

Figure 5 shows reactor with Nano copper and iron.

•

Figure 6 shows the Lavender and Chamomile GANS (an experiment will be conducted to test
mosquito repellent).

•

Figure 7 shows the location where I make the Nano coating.

•

In Figure 8, a GANS is made of salt and calcium.

•

Figures 9 and 10 show the finished Nano coated coils attached to the stand (3 volts of current flow
through the suspended coils in 4 hours and thus give direction to the Nano coils). The stand is
moved to another box to clear the sodium and potassium acid. Figure 11 shows a box in which
Nano windings are made on the right, an aquarium heater is visible (it is used during cold days).

•

Figure 12 shows how the Nano covers iron plates for iron GANS.

•

Figure 16 shows reactors for CO2 production.

•

Figure 17 shows the reactors for ZnO production.

•

Figures 22 and 23 show the reactors for the production of CuO.

•

Figure 18 shows reactors for the production of CH3, with one reactor becoming Deuterium

•

Figure 19. Figure 20 shows a jar with a collected GANS from Deuterium using a magnet (the idea
is from Nikolay Hristev).

•

Figure 21 shows the assembled amino acid of CH3.

•

Figure 24 shows the mass of the GANS wash and 4 large dispensaries that will serve as the
GANS water from all the main GANS.

•

Figure 25 shows the already washed CuO GANS.

•

Figure 26 shows a washed GANS of calcium.

•

Figure 27 shows already washed GANS of magnesium.

•

Figure 28 shows two dynamic reactors.

•

In photo 29.30 and 31 are my measuring instruments.

•

Figure 32 shows a bio scanner (quantum analyzer) with which Petar Yovchev works with two
doctors from Radnevo. We usually work 5- 6 people in the lab. We have made more than 60 pain
pen and give to the people.

Plovdiv enthusiasts organized into a NGO where they strive for the development of the technology.
In the internet space Bulgaria besides the Plovdiv team website, we are managing few Facebook
pages where we share and try to get people involved.
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Keshe Foundation Bulgaria Facebook page
We made that page when Mr. Keshe said that he
will come to presentation in Varna in 2013. Since
then followers are rising to total page followers as
of today more than 3 000 from all around the
world. A lot is being shared and discussed
unfortunately mostly in English as there is not
enough translating power around.
Keshe University Bulgaria
The page was created before the establishment of
the educational program of Keshe Foundation and
is focusing on making the knowledge available to
Bulgarians. We still face difficulty with translation
but most of the time we manage to get people
involved.
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Austria, Vienna

27-28-29
September

2 0 1 9
OPTION 1

OPTION 2

Registration Pass + Accommodation*

Registration Pass*

(total 1500 EUR/person)

(total 1250 EUR/person)

Included:
• access to all sessions and workshops
throughout the conference
• 3 nights stay at the designated hotel
with breakfast included
• workshop materials

Included:
• access to all sessions and workshops
throughout the conference
• workshop materials

* PLEASE NOTE:
Accommodation in all packages is "double occupancy"! Double occupancy means that event organizer allocates 2 at
Calculate additional nights carefully when buying for more than one attendee. Please write accommodation related special requests into

All attendees are required to pass a mandatory security check. Payment must be made before security check. Cancellation is not possibl
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We are proud to announce the series of scientific conferences and practical on-site
workshops starting with September 2019 in which new discoveries from years of
research will be taught directly by Nuclear Engineer Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, founder of Keshe Plasma Science and Technology.

UPCOMING EVENTS:
Mexico: 25-26-27 October 2019
Brazil: November 2019
Morocco: 6-7-8 December 2019
Malta: 24-25-26 January 2020
It is required to read and sign the World Peace Treaty.
Please download the PDF and sign it with your soul:
WORLD PEACE TREATY DOWNLOAD

OPTION 3
Corporate Registration Pass +
Accommodation*
(total 2500 EUR/person)
Included:
• access to all sessions and workshops
throughout
the
conference
for
corporate / companies and academia
representatives.
• 3 nights stay at the designated hotel
with breakfast included
• workshop materials

EXTRA

Accommodation Extra 1 Night*
•

(total 150 EUR/night/person)
1 night stay at the designated hotel with
breakfast

1 Day Registration*
•

(total 600 EUR/person)
access 1 day sessions and workshops
throughout the conference Pass

tendees per each room. Do not buy additional nights separately without Registration Pass + Accommodation package.
the comment box available in the cart before checkout. Event tickets will be sent by email.

le. Payments are non-refundable. The organizer reserves the right to change the dates and venue of the event.
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Abstract
Major
depressive
disorder
(MDD) is the most common
nonfatal disease burden worldwide. Systemic chronic lowgrade inflammation has been
reported to be associated with
MDD progression by affecting
monoaminergic and glutamatergic
neurotransmission.
However,
whether
various
proinflammatory cytokines are
abnormally elevated before the
first episode of depression is
still largely unclear. Here, we
evaluated
184
adolescent
patients who were experiencing
their first episode of depressive
disorder, and the same number
of healthy individuals was
included as controls. We tested
the serum levels of highsensitivity C-reactive protein
(hs-CRP), tumor necrosis factor
-a (TNF-a), IgE, 14 different
types of food antigen-specific
IgG, histamine, homocysteine,
S100 calcium-binding protein B,
and diamine oxidase. We were
not able to find any significant
differences in the serum levels
of hs-CRP or TNF-a between
the two groups. However, the
histamine level of the patients
(12.35 lM) was significantly
higher than that of the controls
(9.73 lM, P < 0.001, Mann–
Whitney’s U test). Moreover,

significantly higher serum food
antigen-specific IgG positive
rates were also found in the
patient group. Furthermore,
over 80% of patients exhibited
prolonged food intolerance with
elevated levels of serum
histamine, leading to hyperpermeability of the blood–brain
barrier, which has previously
been
implicated
in
the
pathogenesis of MDD. Hence,
prolonged high levels of serum
histamine could be a risk factor
for depressive disorders, and
antihistamine release might
represent a novel therapeutic
strategy
for
depression
treatment.

Keywords
Major depressive disorder;
Blood–brain barrier; Histamine;
Hypersensitivity
reaction;
Inflammation

Introduction
Major
depressive
disorder
(MDD) is a kind of mental
disease that affected approximately 216 million people (3%
of the world’s population) in
2015 and that is projected to
have the second-highest global
burden of disease in all age
groups and sexes by 2020 [1].
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The present evidence suggests
that many factors are involved
in the pathophysiology of MDD,
including heredity, neurotransmitters, immunity, oxidation,
and the inflammatory system
[2,3]. However, the pathological
mechanism of MDD is not yet
clear.
In the field of neurochemistry,
the most widely accepted hypothesis of MDD is the lack of
monoamine neurotransmitters,
especially 5-hydroxytryptamine
(5-HT) neurotransmitters [4].
Previous findings have shown
that at least some subtypes of
depression are associated with
chronic low-grade systemic
inflammation in adults [5,6].
The levels of serum inflammatory markers are increased in
some adult MDD patients.
For example, the level of
C-reactive protein (CRP), which
reflects the state of systemic
inflammation, is elevated in the
serum of at least 30% of MDD
patients [7,8]. Serum levels of
proinflammatory
cytokines,
such as tumor necrosis factor-a
(TNF-a), are also higher in
patients with depression than in
those with-out depression or
anxiety [9–11]. Diseases related
to chronic inflammation, such
as cardiovascular diseases,
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inflammatory bowel diseases,
and rheumatoid diseases, are
associated with a high risk of
MDD [12,13].
Many previous studies have
indicated that proinflammatory
cytokines
can
disrupt
neurotransmitter
metabolism
affect neuronal transmission
[14–16], and eventually trigger
corresponding
psychiatric
symptoms. These studies have
established a link between
depression and inflammation.
However, the role of inflammation in the occurrence and
development of depression is
still unclear, mainly because
the existing studies have been
conducted on adult patients,
and many factors, such as
chronic diseases, substance
addiction, or social environment, may interfere with the
observed endpoints.
It has been reported that adult
depression often arises from
adolescent depression, so the
study of adolescent depression
can reflect the early mechanisms of MDD development
[17]. It is necessary to determine whether there is a causal
relationship between systemic
inflammation and depressive
disorder by including adolescent depressive patients as the
subjects.
In addition to inflammation, the
blood–brain barrier (BBB) is
also closely associated with
MDD and other mental diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease
and Parkinson’s disease [18–
20]. The BBB is a highly selective semi-permeable barrier,
formed by close connections of
special vascular endothelial
cells. The BBB is the main
barrier of the central nervous
K E S H E . F O U N D A T I O N
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system (CNS) and prevents the
influx of active substances from
the peripheral circulation system [21]. The high permeability
of the BBB can cause the influx
of some risk factors, such as
toxins, pathogenic substances,
and proinflammatory cytokines
from the peripheral circulation
system. The influx of these
factors has been confirmed to
result in the inflammation of
neurons in the brain, disturbing
neurotransmitter
metabolism
and function [19]. Therefore, at
the early stage of depressive
disorders, identifying the factors
that induce the high permeability of the BBB would be helpful
in determining whether BBB
leakage is related to the onset
of depression. Histamine has
been shown to be one of the
main factors that induces high
BBB permeability [18].
Therefore, our present study
focuses on histamine and the
related factors that affect histamine metabolism (IgG and IgE)
and their effects on substances
of cell metabolism.

Results
In this study, we recruited
adolescent depressive patient
with the age-matched healthy
subjects as control.

The inclusion criteria for subject
enrollment were described in
Materials and methods section.
The adolescent depressive
disorder patient (ADP) group
consisted of 184 patients with
moderate depression, including
114 males and 70 females, with
average age of 17.2 ± 1.76
years old. The control normal
adolescent
student
(NAS)
group
consisted
of
184
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students, including 105 males
and 79 females, with average
age of 17.4 ± 1.58 years old.
There were no significant
differences in sex and age
between the patient and control
groups (P > 0.05, Chi-square
test).
• Higher

levels of serum
histamine were found in the
ADP group. Histamine is a kind
of organic nitrogen-containing
compound that participates in
the
immune
response.
Histamine receptors, including
H1, H2, and H3, are all
expressed in the CNS. These
receptors are involved in the
release
of
acetylcholine,
norepinephrine,
5-HT,
and
other neurotransmitters [22].
Some studies have shown that
high levels of histamine are
found in the cerebrospinal fluid
and brain parenchyma of
individuals
with
various
neurodegenerative
diseases
[23–25]. However, these studies
did not confirm the general level
of histamine. We compared the
serum
histamine
levels
between the ADP group and
the NAS group. Among the 184
patients,
the
average
concentrations of histamine in
the ADP group and the NAS
group were 12.35 (11.11,
13.42) ng/ml and 9.73 (9.16,
10.6)
ng/ml,
respectively
(P < 0.001, Mann–Whitney’s U
test) (Figure 1A). To determine
whether the elevated serum
histamine level was associated
with an abnormal pathway of
histamine
degradation,
we
examined the level of histamine
metabolizing enzyme diamine
oxidase (DAO) in these two
groups, and no significant
difference was found. The
mean concentrations of DAO
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were 209.24 (169.50, 231.91)
pg/ml and 193.64 (172.45,
225.12) pg/ml for ADP and NAS
groups, respectively (P = 0.117)
(Figure 1B).
These results indicate that the
elevated
level
of
serum
histamine is not the result of a
histamine-related
metabolic
disorder,
suggesting
that
histamine may be involved in
the pathogenetic process of
adolescent depressive disorder.

• The

ADP group exhibited
higher positive rate of IgE and
food
antigen-specific
IgG
Histamine is mainly stored in
labrocytes and basophils, and it
is released when IgE bound to
allergens interacts with IgE
receptors on labrocytes and
basophils. A recent study
shows that in addition to IgE
receptors, IgG receptors are
also expressed on the surface
of labrocytes and basophils
[26,27].

Figure 1. Adolescent patients with depressive disorder have significantly elevated
serum histamine levels

Note:
Serum levels of histamine (A)
and DAO (B) were quantified in
both the ADP and NAS groups.
Data are shown as median
(quartile spacing) [M (P25,
P75)] (N = 184). P values were
determined
using
Mann–
Whitney’s
U
test
and
differences with P < 0.05 are
considered significant. DAO,
diamine oxidase; ADP, adolescent depressive disorder patient; NAS, normal adolescent
student.

In addition, in animal studies,
antigen-bound IgG immune
complexes have also been
shown to induce high levels of
serum histamine [28]. To investigate whether high levels of
serum histamines are caused
by IgE or IgG, we examined the
level of IgE and 14 types of
food antigen-specific IgG in serum samples from the two
groups (Table 1). Among the
184 patients in the ADP group,
66 (35.87%) patients had high
IgE (>100 KU/l), whereas the
corresponding number is 42
(22.83%) in the NAS group (P <
0.001, Chi-square test). The
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average IgE concentrations of
the ADP and NAS groups were
49.80 (10.00, 413.98) KU/l and
31.63 (10.00, 88.50) KU/l (P <
0.001, Mann–Whitney’s U test),
respectively. The high positive
rate of IgE in the ADP group
suggests that IgE-mediated
type I hypersensitivity may be
involved in the elevated level of
serum histamine in adolescent
patients with depression. The
positive rate of food antigenspecific IgG was 89.67%
(165/184) in the ADP group and
13.04% (24/184) in the NAS
group (P < 0.001, Chi-square
test; Table 1). All the 14 types
of food examined in this study
are commonly consumed by the
Chinese people. Chronic contact with these food anti- gens
might induce a higher food antigen-specific IgG- mediated type
III hypersensitivity reaction
state in the ADP group. Overall,
the positive rate of food antigen
-specific IgG was higher in the
ADP group, suggesting that IgG
-mediated type III hypersensitivity may be primarily responsible for the elevated serum histamine level in adolescent patients with depression.

Note:
Subjects with serum IgE levels
higher than 100 KU/l are considered to have high levels of
IgE, whereas subjects with serum IgG levels higher than 50
KU/l are considered to be positive for food antigen-specific
IgG. P values were determined
using Chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test and differences
with P < 0.05 are considered
significant. ADP, adolescent
depressive disorder patient;
NAS, normal adolescent student. IQR, interquartile range;
IgE, Immunoglobulin E.
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Table 1. Serum IgE and food antigen-specific IgG levels in the ADP and NAS groups

• The serum S100B levels were

higher in the ADP group
Normally, histamine does not
pass
through
the
BBB,
however, long-term high level
of serum histamine has been
confirmed to cause high
permeability of the BBB [18].
The finding that the serum
histamine level was higher in
the ADP group prompted us to
determine whether or not the
elevated serum histamine level
in ADP group is associated with
BBB leakage. S100 calciumbinding protein B (S100B),
which is mainly expressed in
the astrocytes of the CNS, has
been considered a biomarker of
BBB
leakage.
We
thus
measured the level of serum
S100B in these two groups. We
found
that
the
average
concentration of serum S100B
in the ADP group [901.97
(713.84, 1039.07) ng/l] was
K E S H E . F O U N D A T I O N
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significantly higher than that in
the NAS group [725.17(691.17,
786.37) ng/l] (P < 0.001, Mann–
Whitney’s U test) (Figure 2).
Therefore, the enhanced BBB
permeability in the ADP group
is probably attributed to the
elevated serum histamine level.

Note:
Serum levels of S100B were
quantified in both the ADP and
NAS groups. Data are shown
as median (quartile spacing) [M
(P25, P75)] (N = 184). P values
were determined using Mann–
Whitney’s U test and differences with P < 0.05 are considered significant. S100B, S100
calcium-binding protein B.
• Higher

Figure 2. Adolescent patients with depressive disorder have significantly elevated
serum S100B levels
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homocysteine levels
were detected in the ADP group
Homocysteine is a sulfurcontaining amino acid, which is
mainly affected by nutritional
deficiency due to lower B
vitamin intake and worse
intestinal
absorption.
The
metabolism of homocysteine
requires the participation of
vitamin B6, vitamin B12, folic
acid, and other substances [29].
If an individual is deficient in the
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substances above, the concentration of homocysteine in the
blood would increase [30].
We found that the average
concentration of homocysteine
in the ADP group [24.00 (18.5,
28.45) lM] was significantly
higher than that in the NAS
group [9.55 (7.45, 11.53) lM] (P
< 0.001, Mann– Whitney’s U
test) (Figure 3). These data
suggest that the increase in
homocysteine
concentration
may be due to the reduced
intestinal absorption caused by
hypersensitivity mediated by
chronic food antigen-specific
IgG and consequently the
deficiency of vitamin B.

• There was no significant dif-

ference in systemic inflammatory markers between ADP and
NAS groups
Clinical studies have reported
that systemic inflammation
plays an important role in the
occurrence and development of
depression [5,6]. To determine
whether
chronic
systemic
inflammation plays a role in the
pathogenesis of depression, we
compared the serum levels of
systemic
inflammation
biomarkers, i.e., high-sensitivity
C-reactive protein (hs-CRP)
and tumor necrosis factor-a
(TNF-a), between these two
groups. We found that 37/184
(20.11%) and 34/184 (18.48%)
of the participants had hs-CRP
at the concentration >1 mg/l,
with average concentrations of
0.50 (0.30, 0.84) mg/land 0.41
(0.32, 0.84) mg/l (P = 0.321,
Mann–Whitney’s U test) in the
ADP and NAS groups, respectively.
Regarding
TNF-a,
36/184 of the patients in the

ADP group and 39/184 of the
healthy controls in the NAS
group had an elevated level
(>8.1 pg/ml), with average
concentrations of 6.5 (5.7, 7.6)
pg/ml and 6.35 (5.3, 8.0) pg/ml,
respectively (P = 0.408, Mann–
Whitney’s U test) (Figure 4).
Therefore, we did not observe
significant difference in the
concentrations of the two aforementioned biomarkers between
ADP and NAS groups, suggesting that the pathogenesis of
depression may not be attributed to systemic inflammation.

Note:
Serum levels of hs-CRP (A)
and TNF-a (B) were quantified
in both the ADP and NAS
groups. Data are shown as
median (quartile spacing) [M
(P25, P75)] (N = 184). P values
were determined using Mann–
Whitney’s U test and differences with P<0.05 are considered significant. hs-CRP, highsensitivity C-reactive protein;
TNF-a, tumor necrosis factor-a.

Figure 3. Adolescent patients with
depressive disorder have significantly
elevated serum homocysteine levels

Note:
Serum levels of homocysteine
were quantified in both the ADP
and NAS groups. Data are
shown as median (quartile
spacing) [M (P25, P75)] (N =
184). P values were determined
using Mann– Whitney’s U test
and differences with P < 0.05
are considered significant.
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Discussion
Although chronic low-grade
systematic inflammation has
been
implicated
in
the
progression of some subtypes
of depression in adults [5,6], its
association with the firstepisode adolescent depression
is still largely unknown. In this
study, we recruited a cohort of
184 adolescent patients with
depression and the same
number of healthy controls with
similar ages to investigate the
possible etiology of adolescent
depression. Intriguingly, we did
not
find
any
significant
difference in the levels of
inflammatory markers hs-CRP
or TNF-a between the patient
and control groups. However,
significantly higher serum levels
of histamine, S100B, and
homocysteine, as well as a
higher positive rate of serum
food-specific
IgG,
were
demonstrated in the patient
group compared to the control
group. A higher level of
histamine suggests a hypersensitivity mediated by food
antigen-specific IgG, which
together with the enhanced
levels of S100B indicates that
the BBB leakage may play a
potential role in the occurrence
and development of adolescent
depression. Therefore, the
concept of chronic food antigen
-specific IgG-mediated hypersensitivity or chronic food
intolerance, rather than the
chronic low-grade inflammation,
should be acknowledged or
emphasized in the pathogenesis of adolescent depression.
An increased serum histamine
level has been shown to lead to
a higher BBB permeability [18],
which is also reflected by the
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increased level of S100B even
without brain damage [28,30].
Histamine normally can’t pass
through BBB, however, the
histamine-induced increase in
BBB permeability could, in turn,
promote the entry of histamine
into the CNS. Such a concept is
supported by previous reports
demonstrating higher histamine
levels in the cerebrospinal fluid
and brain parenchyma of
individuals with various neurodegenerative diseases [4–6].
Additionally, histamine can
increase the production of
some
proinflammatory
cytokines including TNF-a,
nitric oxide (NO), and reactive
oxygen species (ROS), leading
to mitochondrial membrane
potential
dysfunction
[31].
Based on these studies and our
findings, it is reasonable to
postulate that higher blood
histamine levels are closely
associated with the onset of
adolescent depression.
The development of neuroinflammation could be explained
via a number of mechanisms.
First, the significantly higher
positive rate of food antigenspecific IgG found in the patient
group suggests an increased
ability of food antigens to enter
the systemic circulation and
form an immune complex with
food antigen-specific IgG. While
the large complexes can be
easily removed by macrophages, the small ones are very
difficult
to
remove
[32].
Therefore,
these
small
complexes easily enter the
CNS, triggering neuroinflammation, or precipitate and become
deposited in blood vessels,
joints, glomeruli, and other
tissues,
causing
tissue
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damage, inflammation, and
metabolic abnormalities [33].
Some evidence has shown that
the high permeability and
neurovascular dysfunction of
the BBB are closely related to
MDD [19]. Second, the high
intestinal wall
permeability
caused by food antigenspecific IgG-mediated hypersensitivity reaction can cause
endotoxins from intestinal Gram
-negative bacteria to enter the
systemic circulation and the
CNS under conditions of high
BBB permeability, and this
process can lead to local
cerebral neuroinflammation[3].
Third,
the
higher
serum
homocysteine
levels
may
interact with the N-methyl-Daspartate receptor to produce
free radicals that induce
neurotoxicity [30]. In addition,
our previous study revealed
elevated serum uric acid level
in adolescent patients with
depression [34]. All of these
factors can enter the CNS and
cause
cell
damage
and
inflammatory response through
the enhanced oxidative stress
under the condition of high BBB
permeability. Moreover, once
these factors enter the CNS
through the highly permeable
BBB, they stimulate astrocytes
and microglia to produce
proinflammatory
cytokines.
These
proinflammatory
cytokines affect the metabolic
processes
of
certain
neurotransmitters, such as
5-HT and dopamine, thereby
affecting neuronal transmission.
Focusing
on
first-episode
depression patients to explore
the etiology of adolescent
depression has an advantage
over focusing on adult patients
with
depressive
disorders
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because many factors, such as
chronic diseases, substance
addiction, and social environment, may interfere with clinical
outcomes.
The cohort that was evaluated
in our current study included
only students aged 14–20 years
with similar social environments
and also exclusion of any
chronic diseases. All the
patients were first diagnosed
without
receiving
any
antidepressant
treatment
before the clinical study.
Therefore, our findings should
accurately reflect the early
changes in biological markers
related to depression.
More importantly, our findings
suggest that the pathogenesis
of adolescent depression is
different from that of adult
depression,
with
systemic
inflammation playing a role in
the disease process. Therefore,
our results may suggest a
stage-specific
manifestation
evidenced by the increased
serum uric acid level found in
adolescents with depression in
our previous report [34].
Moreover, adult depression
often originates from the onset
of adolescent depression [17].

Conclusion
According to our studies, we
believe
that
adolescent
depression may result from
immune disorders, metabolic
disorders,
and
nutritional
imbalances. These findings
suggest that to block food
antigen-specific IgG-mediated
hypersensitivity may be a new
mechanism for the treatment of
MDD.
Therefore,
avoiding
allergy-inducing food and using

antihistamine drugs may be the
future direction of adolescent
depression
treatment,
and
these methods have been
included in our future research
plan. Second, the detection of
IgG, IgE, histamine, and other
indicators would provide a new
objective basis for the early
diagnosis of depression, and
also provide a reliable basis for
the evaluation of the treatment
of depression. Finally, in
addition to MDD, other CNS
diseases such as Alzheimer’s
disease, Parkinson’s disease,
and
epilepsy
are
also
associated with increased BBB
permeability. Therefore, we
conclude that long-term food
antigen-specific IgG-mediated
hypersensitivity may also be
associated
with
the
pathogenesis of these CNS
dis- eases, and this topic
remains worthy of further investigations.

Materials and methods
Subject information

Patient enrollment for the ADP
group
Patient
enrollment
was
performed by a chief physician,
an attending physician, and two
residents from the Department
of Addiction Medicine, the
Seventh Medical Center of the
General
Hospital
of
the
People’s
Liberation
Army
(PLAGH). Patients first visited
the Department from February
2015 to December 2016 from
all over China. The inclusion
criteria for patient enrollment
are as follows. (1) Patients met
the diagnostic criteria for
depression according to the
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Diagnostic
and
Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders,
volume 5 (DSM-5). (2) Patients
had a HAMD-17 score ranging
17–24. (3) Patients were aged
14–20 years. (4) Patients were
not
treated
with
any
psychotropic drugs. (5) The
patients were free from immune
system, liver, kidney, gout or
other physical diseases. (6)
Patients had normal levels of
blood urea nitrogen and
creatinine.

Control enrollment for the NAS
group
Control
enrollment
was
completed by an attending
psychiatrist and two residents
from
the
Department
of
Addiction
Medicine,
the
Seventh Medical Center of the
PLAGH. The healthy controls
were Beijing high school
students who came to the
hospital for a medical checkup
from
February
2015
to
December
2016.
Physical
examinations indicated that
these students were healthy. In
addition, these students did not
have any mental disorders
based
on
a
psychiatric
examination by the attending
psychiatrist. Both patients and
control individuals answered
the HAMD-17 questionnaire
and read and signed the
informed consent form that was
reviewed and approved by the
Ethical Review Committee of
the Seventh Medical Center,
PLAGH.
Blood sample collection
Blood samples from the patient
group were collected by the
Department
of
Addiction
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Medicine, the Seventh Medical
Center of the PLAGH within 3
days of patient admission, while
blood samples from the control
group were collected on the day
of medical check-up. All
subjects were forbidden to
smoke, drink or use various
drugs three days before testing
and consumed a light diet.
For each subject, 4 ml of fasting
blood samples were collected
in the morning into blood collection tubes and agglutinated at
the room temperature. Serum
was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for
10 min at 4 °C and the resulting
supernatant was stored at –20 °
C or –80 °C prior to use.

Measurement of food antigenspecific IgG concentrations

Biochemical analyses

Measurement of homocysteine,
histamine, S100B, and DAO
concentrations

All blood samples were sent to
Di’an Medical Examination
Center (Beijing, China) for
testing.

Measurement of CRP (hsCRP), IgE, and TNF-a concentrations
An emulsion technique and
electrochemiluminescence ere
adopted for the measurement
of CRP and IgE using the c701
and e602 modules, respectively, on an automatic biochemical
analyzer (Catalog No Cobas8000; Roche, Germany),
with the matching original
reagents
(Catalog
Nos
05950864190
[35]
and
04827031190 [36]), respectively. The concentration of TNF-a
was measured chemiluminescent on an immunoassay
system (Immulite1000, Catalog
No. 04827031190; Siemens)
[35].
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An ELISA assay was used to
simultaneously determine the
levels of 14 food-specific IgG
antibodies
in
the
serum
samples obtained from all
subjects,
following
the
manufacturer’s
instructions
(Catalog No. 7194; Biomerica;
Irvine, CA) [36]. The foodspecific IgG antibodies tested
include milk, beef, chicken,
pork, codfish, corn, rice, crab,
egg
white/yolk,
shrimp,
soybean, tomato, mushroom,
and wheat.

Enzymatic cycling assay was
used to measure Homocysteine
on an automatic biochemical
analyzer
(Catalog
No
Cobas8000; Roche, Germany)
using the c701 module and the
matching
original
reagent
(Catalog No. C0805) [37].
Concentration of histamine,
S100B,
and
DAO
was
measured by ELISA, doubleantibody sandwich ELISA, and
micromethod using the reagent
kit from Novus Biologicals
(Catalog No. NBP2-62860),
R&D Systems (Catalog No.
DY1820-05), and Shanghai
Yubo Biotechnology (Catalog
No. YB-DAO-Hu), respectively.
All the assays were measured
on an A0018T Microplate
reader
(Thermo-Fisher
Scientific, USA) following the
instructions of reagent suppliers
[38,39].
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Statistical analysis

Data were presented as
number and percentages for
categorical variables, while
continuous data of normal
distribution was expressed as
mean ± standard deviation (SD)
and continuous data of nonnormal
distribution
were
expressed as median (quartile
spacing) [M (P25, P75)], and
Mann–Whitney’s U test was
used for comparison between
groups. Inter-group difference
was
compared
using
Chi-square test or Fisher’s
exact test for categorical
variables (gender, distribution
of patients positive for TNF-a,
hs-CRP, IgE, and food antigenspecific IgG). All statistical
analyses were performed using
GraphPad
Prism
6.0
(GraphPad
Software,
San
Diego, CA), where P < 0.05
was considered statistically
significant.
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Preface

Goals

For several months now, Mr. Keshe has been
broadcasting important information in his
Thursday morning classes that has led me to
reflect in depth on what could be done to improve
the performance of the basic MaGravs offered
during the initiation workshops in France.

Several objectives are pursued by this work:

After studying the courses at length, including the
basic courses to which Mr. Keshe often refers, I
decided to apply all the advice proposed to
create a new MaGrav, the first evolution of the
basic MaGrav (Fig. 1).
Of course, it is not a question of erasing
everything that has been done so far, but of
developing technology. The desire to change
everything is not topical and my professional past
as a scientist reminds me of a golden rule: we
only change one parameter at a time…

(a) To better understand how MaGrav works,
given that Mr. Keshe has provided a lot of
information to use,
(b) As owner of two basic MaGravs and a star
formation with 4 spherical reactors, it is
necessary to make configuration comparisons
and measure - as far as possible - certain
parameters,
(c) Advance towards disc technology and
anti-gravity; the new MaGrav proposed in this
article is part of a machine that will use this disc
technology and should significantly reduce the
gravitational part.

Duration of the experiment
As with the agricultural experiment, tests on this
new MaGrav are ongoing. The first results are
presented in this article. The experiment is being
carried out without any downtime because
additional tests (requiring extensive installation)
to evaluate the performance of the new MaGrav
will be carried out shortly and their results
proposed by the end of September at the latest.

Process
I have implemented Mr. Keshe's advice as per
[1-4]:
• The "visible" coils are gravitational, and the

magnetic coils are housed in the gravitational
coils.
• The MaGrav circuit enter input is in gravitation-

al and the output is in magnetic.
• “The Nano coating of the coils must be done

very carefully: our coils are therefore Nano
coated with the soda process, then aged for
several
months
(according
to
the
recommendations of the basic courses).
• There is no soaking of the coils in the GaNS:

the GaNS are in "tanks" pipes housed in or
between the coils.
• The central sun sphere of each stage is

Figure 1. The new MaGrav.
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Mr. Keshe mentioned several times (rightly)
that spherical geometry is only important on
rotating machines in order to maintain the
GaNS at the equatorial plane. In our unit, the
cylindrical box performs this function. Note that
the GaNS mixture (50% CO2, 25% CH3 and
25% CuO) is renewed: one cannot change
everything at once, otherwise you will no longer
have usable results. On the other hand, this
cylindrical box allows the distance between the
different floors to be precisely adjusted. In the
next evolutions the box will disappear.

• The

connection with Soul does not
fundamentally exist in the basic MaGrav. The
new MaGrav incorporates 9 Nano copper tubes
coated and impregnated with ZnO GaNS to
have a connection of the Soul with the unit.

• The support plates of each floor are made of

wood, very open-worked as is the support of
the star formation, to facilitate and improve the
dynamics of the field flows. Several designs
have been studied and tested in resistance to
produce a part that also allows, if assembled
with application, to obtain coil windings close to
the circular shape (Fig. 2), thus limiting flow
and inductance disturbances.
• The inductance is more uniform because the

internal wire that connected the coils to each
other is removed.
• All the GaNS used are pure and desalinated.

Their gestation lasted nearly 6 months,
applying Sandor's advice - many thanks to him.

Figure 3 shows the layout of this first evolution of
the basic MaGrav.
Figure 2. Top view of a floor of the MaGrav unit.

Figure 3. Design of the new MaGrav, evolution 1 with radial compression.
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Table 1 below summarizes the comparative
characteristics of the two MaGravs

Table 1. Comparison of the features of the two MaGravs.

Version

Old MaGrav

New Magrav

INPUT

Magnetical

Gravitational

OUTPUT

Gravitational

Magnetical

WINDING DIRECTION

The same for all coils

The same for all coils

COILS CONNECTIONS (from in to out)

Mag / Mag / Grav / Grav

Grav / Magn / Grav / Magn

CONNECTIONS WITH THE SOUL

No connection

9 columns soaked in ZnO GaNS

IMPREGNATION OF COILS IN GANSES

Yes

No, flexible tubes for tank GaNSes

COILS INDUCTANCE

Disturbed by the internal wire

Ok, no internal wire

GRAPHENE CONDUCTION

Disturbed by coils impregnation

No problem, 100% absorption rate

WOODEN DECKS

Solid wood, without hole

Open-work wood

ASSEMBLY METHOD

Glued wooden sticks

Nylon screws for adjustment

CENTRAL SUNSHINE

Ball diameter 40 mm

Cylinder box diameter 37 mm

CONDENSATORS

3 classics

3 classics

DRESSING

Plastic box

Glass bell

Folding of the "expected" events
After having carried out the two start-up steps (3
days of waiting and 21 days connected non-stop
to the mains and refrigerator) I have connected
my MaGrav to the star formation to supply the 4
brushless motors.
Figure 4. Test configuration with power controllers.

I have connected precision controllers to the
MaGrav's input and output (Fig. 4).
The sensitivity of the control devices and the low
power consumed by the 4 motors make it
possible to distinguish a possible difference in
consumption between the input and output of the
new MaGrav.
This gap, totally unusable in
quantum physics, nevertheless makes it possible to
detect an operating mode, a
state of the MaGrav unit.
From the first month of
operation, the new MaGrav
has
reduced
power
consumption.
After two months of use, this
unit has reduced our consumption by a level reached
by the old version after seven
months of connection (Fig.5).
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Figure 5. Extract of the comparative consumption reduction curves of the two MaGrav.

Values in Fig. 5 are based on the actual monthly
consumption over the past six years. We had an
evaluation of the range of action of the fields of
this new MaGrav established by a recognized
radiesthesist:
• The new MaGrav has a range of about 1500

km (100 km for the old version).
• Similarly, we had the field energy efficiency of

the two versions of MaGrav evaluated on a
scale of 1 to 10: 10/10 for the new unit and
8/10 for the old one.
• Plants, animals and house occupants are in

great shape! (Fig. 6).

Course of "unexpected" events
After three weeks of operation, the MaGrav unit
began to indicate power variations on the controllers (power consumption output is greater than
power consumption input). At the very beginning
these variations did not have a significant
frequency, in the order of once or twice an hour.
As time goes by, these frequencies increase very
significantly: three weeks ago, I reported this
phenomenon to the Plasma Reactor Group.
Following these events, I placed a camera that
continuously films the controllers (Fig. 7). As I
had no laboratory equipment, I transferred the

Figure 6. Everyone is fine.
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Figure 7. Video recording of controllers.

Figure 8. Counting of pulses on station.

Figure 9.

films to my video editing station (Fig. 8) and
counted the frequency of the pulses minute by
minute, as well as their amplitudes. A fortnight
ago I presented graphs made with a spreadsheet: they show very well these pulses which
number varied at that time from 8 to 13 pulses
per minute (Fig. 9).

or (and) that of output power. It seems to be
working… I would add that these tests were
carried out in different configurations (MaGrav
only, MaGrav integrated in the star training – Fig.
10), supplemented by tests on the old version of
MaGrav. For the latter, we did not detect a pulse.

In recent days, the power read on the sector side
controller has dropped to zero for a few seconds
and then returned to a "normal" value, while the
MaGrav output side controller displays the power
consumed by the star formation, and the pulse
frequency increases.

Future Work

On the other hand, my partner and I do tests by
mentally asking closed questions to our MaGrav,
in such a way that it answers us when using a
pendulum: the pendulum oscillates in one
direction to answer and the MaGrav is asked to
answer by changing the value of absorbed power
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The vision of the participants in the Plasma
Reactor Group and more particularly those of
Rick, Mario and Armen's valuable advice make it
possible to propose a timetable for the tests:
• Evolution n°2 by modifying only the GaNS CuO

and CH3 (Fig. 11),
• Configuration of measurements between two

inverted stars (Fig. 12),
• Declination with the first disc version using the

results of the study [5] proposed in the Plasma
Times journal of February 2019.
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Figure 11. Improved version proposed by Armen.

Figure 12. Configuration of measurements between two inverted stars.
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GANS

TESTIMONIALS

OF FOOD
by PALOMARES, April 2019

Material:
• Your intention!
• All the food you want, preferably Organic (nonanimal).
• 1 glass jar with 1.5litres or 2litres seal.
• Pure NaOH caustic soda (easily found in DIY
stores).
• Gloves, goggles.
• Aluminum foil.
• 1 nylon tights.
• String.
• 1 glass jar with a PLASTIC lid to aim for 1 liter.
• 2 sterile syringes 20ml or more.
• PLASTIC spoon.
• One 30ml glass tube with targeted metal stopper, but with a tight seal inside (aromatic type).
For the creation of this particular GANS I did it in
August for the maximum conditions of heat and
solar radiation, I put all my heart and full of good
intentions because at this stage we talk about
feeding, either partially or totally, depending on
each, here is the process I followed.
Being vegetarian my choice was all that nature
could offer me, so I got a small piece of each fruit
and vegetable bio (more than a dozen fruits and
as many vegetables), then seeds such as quinoa,
rice, spelled, wheat, buckwheat, cashew nuts ...
but also spices of all kinds, an assortment of dry
flower petals and finally spirulina-type sequins.
- Use the glass jar with seal, preferably 1.5litres to
2litres.
- Now we fill the jar with the beauty that nature
has offered us! With respect because we will
break it down into Nanoparticles and use its
energy.
- Place on the food 60g of pure caustic soda.
- Then prepare 1 liter of boiling water.
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CAUTION WHEN REFILLING THE VAPORING
WATER FROM THE VAPORS WILL RELEASE
UNDER THE EFFECT OF CONTACT WITH THE
NaOH, PROTECT YOURSELF FROM GLOVES
AND EYEWEAR AND ESPECIALLY MADE IN
THE OUTSIDE.
- Pour the water fast enough!
- Immediately close the lid, clip it, if there is a
surplus of gas it will leak through the seal of the
lid. Do not open it before the end of the process!
From this moment the process begins… I advise
you to place your jar in the sun on a sheet of
aluminum to capture a maximum of solar energy
and that will also help the decomposition.
Do not forget to put a lot of good intentions
because
you
transmit
your
energy!
The decomposition will be more or less fast
depending on the size, the density of food. So
now during the whole process it is up to you to
create the interaction according to your
feelings ... if I have to take it out, to get it in, to put
it back at a certain place in the house ... if I have
to stir it regularly or not … The time of the process
can easily take a month, you must eventually see
a kind of molasses with a dark liquid, once again
it's up to you to decide with your intuitions.
NEVER TOUCH GANS WITH FINGERS OR
IRON.
- Open the jar, place a nylon tights around the
hole and attach firmly with string or other. This
will filter.
- Prepare the 2nd 1 liter glass jar with the
PLASTIC lid will be your final container or the
GANS will form.
- Empty all the liquid carefully because this is
where the Nanoparticles are!
- Add filtered or osmosis water to fill the new jar
and close it.
You must wait until all the Nanoparticles have
come down again (about 48 hours).
- Remove the lid and start rinsing using a
syringe, it will be necessary to leave ¼ of the
liquid at the bottom of the jar not to suck the
Nanoparticles, this rinsing is intended to extract
the residues and the information of the NaOH.

- Repeat this process 3 times.
- The rinse completed, refill the jar with pure
water and then ideally add 3 or 4 drops of CuO
GANS or CO2 for better conservation over time
and let rest at least 15 days for the GANS to
create , it will develop on the surface of the amino
acids that you will withdraw with the help of the
PLASTIC spoon then place them in a small glass
jar close with pure water.
NEVER CONSUME THE GANS !!! It is their
gravitational magnetic fields that interest us.
- Here we are ! Stir the jar lightly for suspended
GANS.
- Take another sterile syringe to suck the plasma
water informed of food GANS then fill the GLASS
tube leaving 2cm then add a few amino acids and
aim its cap firmly.
- Place your tube of food GANS in a large glass
of water and let it inform the water for about 25
minutes or as you feel.
- Remove the glass tube and drink the water
informed, you're fed! Use it according to your
needs!

Keep your GANS tube:
- Far from electromagnetic waves (WIFI, mobile
phone ...).
- From the direct sunlight.
! Remember to protect it in a box, a cover or
other during your transport!
On the first sips, listen to your body! Do you want
to drink everything at once? Our knowledge, our
understanding has just spread on the plasma
scale or the Universal dimension, a new way of
seeing life, food, energies ... Make beautiful
experiences !!! A SOLUTION AGAINST
HUNGER IN THE WORLD! AND ESPECIALLY
SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE !! YOUR
EXPERIENCES !!
Keep your creation away from electromagnetic
waves, direct sunlight and in a temperate place.
A very big thank you to Maylis, Luc, the Keshe
Foundation and to you Mr. Keshe with all my
heart!

“

https://testimonials.keshefoundation.org/
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ABC
of publishing in

PLASMA SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL
A. Prepare your work
Firstly, you need to prepare. You can either document the work
which has already been done and perhaps even presented by
you in the testimonials meeting or website, or you can plan a
new experiment. You should always be clear on what you are
trying to achieve and document everything as you go (label and
take pictures).
B. Write your paper
Gather all the notes and pictures together and when writing
your paper put yourself in the reader’s shoes. Do not assume
anything but present everything from the start, explaining every
aspect of the experiment, which may not be obvious, and
remember that “a picture is worth a thousand words”.
If needed, relate to other peoples’ work by referencing their
articles, websites or other openly available resources. Start by
downloading the Scientific Plasma Journal template and short
guide for authors available at:
https://support.keshefoundation.org/faq.php?section=sciencejournal&qid=189#q189
C. Upload and submit
Once finished, upload your Word, OpenOffice or PDF file onto
one of the cloud or filesharing services, or even onto
Facebook. Go to https://support.keshefoundation.org and from
the drop-down menu select Plasma Scientific Journal Submissions and press Go. Through this website, you can either submit your work, ask a question or access resources and the
FAQs.
Any question? Get in touch with us via
https://support.keshefoundation.org
The full version of this article, author guide, and
templates also available at:
https://keshefoundation.org/education/news/kf-ssi-education/
plasma-scientific-journal/plasma-scientific-journal

Submit your publication today! Be the Creator and shine for
others to see your beauties.
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